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Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (French: Vingt mille lieues
sous les mers) is a classic science fiction novel by French writer
Jules Verne, published in 1870. It is about the fictional Captain
Nemo and his submarine, Nautilus, as seen by one of his passengers,
Professor Pierre Aronnax.
HarperCollins is proud to present a range of best-loved, essential
classics.
"I am going to sink it." "You are not!" "I am," he coldly replied. "Do
not take it on yourself to judge me, monsieur." French naturalist Dr
Aronnax embarks on an expedition to hunt down a sea monster, but
discovers instead the Nautilus, a self-contained world built by its
enigmatic captain. Together Nemo and Aronnax explore the
underwater realms of the globe, undergo a transcendental
experience amongst the ruins of Atlantis, and plant a black flag at
the South Pole. Nemo's mission is finally revealed to be a violent oneand his methods coldly efficient. Verne's classic novel has left a
profound mark on subsequent centuries. Its themes are universal,
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its style alternately humorous and grandiose, its construction
masterly. This new and unabridged translation brilliantly conveys
the range of this seminal work. The volume also contains
unpublished information about the novel's inception.
"Luke has discovered that the wreck of the Captain Nemo's
legendary submarine, the Nautilus, is lying at the bottom of the
Indian Ocean. The sub's engines hold the key to atomic power - a
secret the deadly Sons of Destiny cult will stop at nothing to steal.
Can Luke brave the terrifying creatures of the deep to save the
world from his power-hungry enemies?"--Back cover. Suggested
level: intermediate, secondary.
20,000 Leagues: 20000 Leagues Under The Sea Book Plot
A World Tour Underwater
Om Illustrated Classics
20,000 Leagues Under the Seas
These literary masterpieces are made easy and interesting. This series features classic
tales retold with color illustrations to introduce literature to struggling readers. Each
64-page eBook retains key phrases and quotations from the original classics. You'll be
kept in suspense with these four Edgar Allan Poe short stories! The Pit and the
Pendulum, The Fall of the House of Usher, The Cask of Amontillado, The Murders in the
Rue Morgue.
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A picturebook retelling of Jules Verne's classic story, with stunning illustrations.
Younger children too can now enjoy this world of heroic adventure.What was that
mysterious object terrifying sailors back in 1866? Was it a sea monster or a man-made
machine? Award winning author Antonis Papatheodoulou and illustrator Iris Samartzi reimagine the original Jules Verne's stories through texts full of playful riddles and
delightful, vivid illustrations.
Classic stories retold in the hottest new format.
An exciting sequel to the Captain Nemo adventures enjoyed by millions in Jules Verne's
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. Sea monsters are sinking ships up and down the
Atlantic Coast. Enraged that his navy is helpless against this onslaught and facing a
possible World War as a result, President Ulysses S. Grant is forced to ask for
assistance from the notorious Captain Nemo, in Federal prison for war crimes and
scheduled for execution. Grant returns Nemo’s submarine, the infamous Victorian
Steampunk marvel Nautilus, and promises a full Presidential pardon if Nemo hunts
down and destroys the source of the attacks. Accompanied by the beautiful niece of
Grant’s chief advisor, Nemo sets off under the sea in search of answers. Unfortunately,
the enemy may be closer than they realize... At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Journey to the Center of the Earth
20,000 Leagues Under The Sea (Collins Classics)
The Adventures of Captain Hatteras
A Pop-up Book
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Suitable for children 8-12 years old, great literary classics are retold in full-colour, graphic novel style.
The story is engaging and easy to read and a child's first exposure to great classics and remarkable
authors. Excellent as introductory readers to great literary works.
Dive into this beautiful edition of a time-honored classic with new illustrations! Originally published in
the late 1800s, 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea has captivated readers for nearly two centuries. This
edition, enhanced with lavish full-color illustrations by artist Arkady Roytman, is the premier edition of
this time-honored classic. The story follows Professor Aronnax, his faithful servant, Conseil, and the
Canadian harpooner, Ned Land, and dangerous mission to rid the seas of terrifying monster that lurks in
the depths of the sea. However, the "monster" turns out to be a giant submarine, commanded by the
mysterious Captain Nemo, by whom they are soon held captive. So begins not only one of the great
adventure classics by Jules Verne, but also a truly fantastic voyage from the lost city of Atlantis to the
South Pole.
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea is a classic science fiction novel by French writer Jules Verne,
published in 1870. It is about the fictional Captain Nemo and his submarine, Nautilus, as seen by one of
his passengers, Professor Pierre Aronnax.
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea was originally serialized in 1869 and 1870 in the French magazine called
Magasin d'éducation et de récréation. The deluxe illustrated edition, published in November 1871,
included 111 illustrations. It was received with high acclaim when it was released and still is; it is
regarded as one of the greatest adventure novels and one of Verne's greatest works, along with Around
the World in Eighty Days and Journey to the Center of the Earth. The description of Nemo's ship, the
Nautilus, was considered ahead of its time, as it accurately describes features on submarines which at the
time were very primitive vessels. The distance of 20,000 leagues mentioned in the title is not a
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measurement of depth but of distance travelled. At the time of writing a league was approximately four
kilometers.
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Seas
The Extraordinary Journeys
Under The Sea
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea Retold For Kids (Beginner Reader Classics)

A sumptuously produced omnibus edition of Jules Verne's most popular novels offers
insight into his pioneering vision long before depicted technologies had been invented
and his enduring influence as a genre icon. 10,000 first printing.
The abridged adventures of a French professor and his two companions as they sail
above and below the world's oceans as prisoners on the fabulous electric submarine of
the deranged Captain Nemo. Includes pop-up illustrations.
Originally serialized between March 1869 and June 1870, "Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Sea" is one of the greatest underwater sea adventures of all time. It is the
story of Professor Pierre Aronnax who sets off aboard an American frigate to
investigate a series of attacks, which has been reported to be made by an amphibious
monster. The monster in question is actually the submarine vessel the 'Nautilus, '
which is commanded by the eccentric Captain Nemo. When the Nautilus destroys the
Professor's ship, he is taken prisoner by Captain Nemo along with his trusted servant
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Conseil and the frigate's harpooner Ned Land. What follows for the three is a tale of
great adventure and scientific wonder. An early pioneer of science fiction, Jules
Verne's work is noted for its prediction of scientific advancements. In the case of
"Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea" Verne accurately forecasted the
development of submarine vessels. It is at once a harbinger of technology to come and
a captivating tale of adventure which has delighted readers ever since its original
publication. The submarine Nautilus and its eccentric Captain Nemo afford the
professor and his companion's endless fascination and danger as they're swept along
on a yearlong undersea voyage.
When an unidentified 'monster' threatens international shipping, French
oceanographer Pierre Aronnax and his unflappable assistant Conseil join an
expedition organized by the US Navy to hunt down and destroy the menace. After
months of fruitless searching, they finally grapple with their quarry, but Aronnax,
Conseil, and the brash Canadian harpooner Ned Land are thrown overboard in the
attack, only to find that the 'monster' is actually a futuristic submarine, the Nautilus,
commanded by a shadowy, mystical, preternaturally imposing man who calls himself
Captain Nemo.
20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA (Illustrated Edition)
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea (with the original illustrations by Alphonse de Neuville)
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20,000 Leagues Under the Sea Annotated
20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA (With All Original Illustrations)

Professor Arronax and his two companions, trapped aboard a fantastic submarine
as prisoners of the deranged Captain Nemo, come face to face with exotic ocean
creatures and strange sights hidden from the world above.
20,000 Leagues under the Sea tells the story of a scientist, Arronax, who joins an
expedition to find and destroy a mysterious sea monster who is attacking ships.
Instead, he finds himself the prisoner of the proud and ruthless Captain Nemo,
captain of the amazing submarine, The Nautilus.
A Victorian gentleman and his valet win a bet that they can go around the world in
only 80 days. 20,000 leagues under the sea is a nineteenth-century science fiction
tale of an electric submarine, its eccentric captain, and undersea world, which
anticipated many of the scientific achievements of the twentieth century.
For generations, readers have enjoyed classic literature. They have delighted in
the romance of Jane Austen, thrilled at the adventures of Jules Verne, and
pondered the lessons of Aesop. Introduce young readers to these familiar volumes
with Great Illustrated Classics. In this series, literary masterworks have been
adapted for young scholars. Large, easy-to-read type and charming pen-and-ink
drawings enhance the text. Students are sure to enjoy becoming acquainted with
traditional literature through these well-loved classics.
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
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Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea
Jules Verne's 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea by Jules Verne (Book Analysis)
A mysterious monster is haunting the seas, and no one quite knows what to make of it. The US Navy
sends an expedition to uncover the monster's identity. Three people—oceanographer Professor Pierre
Aronnax, his servant Conseil, and whaler Ned Land—are tossed overboard when the monster rams the
ship. They discover that the monster is actually a submarine sailed by the secretive Captain Nemo. As
they voyage through the seas, Captain Nemo's troubled past comes to the surface, and the journey takes a
turn that may threaten them all. French author Jules Verne first published his classic science fiction novel
in 1870. This is an unabridged version of the 1872 English edition, translated by Lewis Page Mercier.
Unlock the more straightforward side of 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea with this concise and insightful
summary and analysis! This engaging summary presents an analysis of 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea by
Jules Verne, the thrilling tale of three men who are imprisoned on board a submarine and the adventures
they face, from fighting giant octopuses to discovering underwater cities. This highly acclaimed novel is
regarded as one of the original adventure novels and was considered very ahead of its time, thanks to its
in-depth and accurate descriptions of submarines. Jules Verne has been the second most-translated author
in the world since 1979 and is often referred to as the “Father of Science Fiction”, proving the
significance his work continues to have even to this day. Find out everything you need to know about
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea in a fraction of the time! This in-depth and informative reading guide
brings you: • A complete plot summary • Character studies • Key themes and symbols • Questions for
further reflection Why choose BrightSummaries.com? Available in print and digital format, our
publications are designed to accompany you in your reading journey. The clear and concise style makes
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for easy understanding, providing the perfect opportunity to improve your literary knowledge in no time.
See the very best of literature in a whole new light with BrightSummaries.com!
A stylish and otherworldly underwater puzzle book Inspired by Jules Verne's iconic novel, this puzzle
book is a treat for readers of all ages. Aleksandra Artymowska has created a volume bursting with wild
creatures, strange landscapes, and mechanical contraptions that will take readers on an underwater
adventure like no other. Each scene contains hidden symbols and keys to uncover, as well as a series of
challenges guaranteed to fascinate and amaze.
In this graphic novel version, scientist Pierre Aronnax and his trusty servant set sail to hunt a sea monster,
but instead discover a high-tech submarine under the command of the mysterious Captain Nemo.
A Graphic Classic
Detailed Summary, Analysis and Reading Guide
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea : Around the World in Eighty Days
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, Or, Nemo, Nautilus and Other Mysteries of the Deep

The year 1866 was signalised by a remarkable incident, a mysterious and
puzzling phenomenon, which doubtless no one has yet forgotten. Not to
mention rumours which agitated the maritime population and excited the
public mind, even in the interior of continents, seafaring men were
particularly excited. Merchants, common sailors, captains of vessels,
skippers, both of Europe and America, naval officers of all countries, and
the Governments of several States on the two continents, were deeply
interested in the matter. For some time past vessels had been met by "an
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enormous thing," a long object, spindle-shaped, occasionally
phosphorescent, and infinitely larger and more rapid in its movements than
a whale. The facts relating to this apparition (entered in various log-books)
agreed in most respects as to the shape of the object or creature in
question, the untiring rapidity of its movements, its surprising power of
locomotion, and the peculiar life with which it seemed endowed. If it was a
whale, it surpassed in size all those hitherto classified in science. Taking
into consideration the mean of observations made at divers
times—rejecting the timid estimate of those who assigned to this object a
length of two hundred feet, equally with the exaggerated opinions which
set it down as a mile in width and three in length—we might fairly conclude
that this mysterious being surpassed greatly all dimensions admitted by
the learned ones of the day, if it existed at all. And that it DID exist was an
undeniable fact; and, with that tendency which disposes the human mind in
favour of the marvellous, we can understand the excitement produced in
the entire world by this supernatural apparition. As to classing it in the list
of fables, the idea was out of the question. On the 20th of July, 1866, the
steamer Governor Higginson, of the Calcutta and Burnach Steam
Navigation Company, had met this moving mass five miles off the east
coast of Australia. Captain Baker thought at first that he was in the
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presence of an unknown sandbank; he even prepared to determine its
exact position when two columns of water, projected by the mysterious
object, shot with a hissing noise a hundred and fifty feet up into the air.
Now, unless the sandbank had been submitted to the intermittent eruption
of a geyser, the Governor Higginson had to do neither more nor less than
with an aquatic mammal, unknown till then, which threw up from its blowholes columns of water mixed with air and vapour. Similar facts were
observed on the 23rd of July in the same year, in the Pacific Ocean, by the
Columbus, of the West India and Pacific Steam Navigation Company. But
this extraordinary creature could transport itself from one place to another
with surprising velocity; as, in an interval of three days, the Governor
Higginson and the Columbus had observed it at two different points of the
chart, separated by a distance of more than seven hundred nautical
leagues.
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the SeaTwenty Thousand Leagues Under
the SeaLibrary of Alexandria
This eBook edition of "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea" has been formatted
to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices.
Twenty Thousand (20,000) Leagues Under the Sea (French: Vingt mille
lieues sous les mers) is a classic science fiction novel by French writer Jules
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Verne published in 1870. It tells the story of Captain Nemo and his
submarine Nautilus as seen from the perspective of Professor Pierre
Aronnax. As the story begins in 1866, a mysterious sea monster, theorized
by some to be a giant narwhal, is sighted by ships of several nations; an
ocean liner is also damaged by the creature. The United States government
finally assembles an expedition in New York City to track down and destroy
the menace. Professor Pierre Aronnax, a noted French marine biologist and
narrator of the story, who happens to be in New York at the time and is a
recognized expert in his field, is issued a last-minute invitation to join the
expedition, and he accepts. This ebook edition contains all 70 original
illustrations by Alphonse de Neuville and Édouard Riou.
A comic book-style retelling of the adventures of a French scientist and his
companions who travel the seven seas in the mid-19th century as prisoners
in the submarine of the mysterious Captain Nemo.
20,000 Leagues under the Sea
Nemo Rising
Capt. Nemo - 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea and the Mysterious Island

'If ever a human foot is to tread the Pole, it must be a British one!'First Mate Shandon
receives a mysterious letter asking him to construct a reinforced steamship in Liverpool.
As he heads out for Melville Bay and the Arctic labyrinth, a crewman reveals himself to
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be John Hatteras, and his lifelong obsession, the Pole. Despite experiencing appalling
cold andhunger, the captain treks across the frozen wastes in search of fuel. Abandoned
by his crew, Hatteras remains without resources at the coldest spot on earth. How can he
find food and explore the Polar Sea? And what will he find at the top of the world?
This new translation by the father of Verne Studies brilliantly conveys the hypnotic
mood and gripping authenticity of Verne's second novel. This edition also includes the
original, censored ending, previously unpublished chapters, and evidence of Verne's
plagiarism.
A large number of ships sailing the ocean had encountered a particular object-endlessly
long, shaped like a spindle and much larger and faster than even the biggest whale. It
was even reported to glow! A strange marine object captures the attention of the world.
Professor Pierre Arronax and his loyal servant Conseil board the Abraham Lincoln in
order to hunt down this creature. There they meet the famous harpooner Ned Land.
They are accidentally flung off the ship and find each other in the open sea. They
desperately grasp hold of the same creature they were hunting and find it to be a
submarine. The three men are then captured and brought inside the vessel, where they
meet its enigmatic creator and commander, Captain Nemo. How do they survive? What
adventures do they face when they are on the vessel? Read on to find out.
The "man who invented the future," Verne created the prototype for modern science
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fiction. His prophetic 1870 adventure novel, featuring a bizarre underwater craft
commanded by the mysterious Captain Nemo, predated the submarine. The crowning
achievement of Verne's literary career, the book influenced H. G. Wells and later
generations of writers.
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea is one of the most thrilling books ever
wrote…but it’s also difficult for some younger readers. This book takes the classic
novels and retells it for modern readers as a beginning reader chapter book! The story
tells of the adventures of Captain Nemo and his submarine Nautilus in a way that
beginning readers can understand. KidLit-O’s newest series helps introduce younger
readers to classic works of literature by retelling them as beginning reader chapter
books.
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea: a Puzzle Adventure
e-First Students' Classics: 20,000 Leagues Under The Sea
Return to 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
Around the World in Eighty Days
This most popular science fiction by the French Novelist Jules Verne unravels an exotic
and fascinating underwater world as it presents the expeditions of Captain Nemo and his
submarine Nautilius, as narrated by Professor Pierre Aronnax.
Twenty Thousand (20,000) Leagues Under the Sea (French: Vingt mille lieues sous les
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mers) is a classic science fiction novel by French writer Jules Verne published in 1870. It
tells the story of Captain Nemo and his submarine Nautilus as seen from the perspective
of Professor Pierre Aronnax. As the story begins in 1866, a mysterious sea monster,
theorized by some to be a giant narwhal, is sighted by ships of several nations; an
ocean liner is also damaged by the creature. The United States government finally
assembles an expedition in New York City to track down and destroy the menace.
Professor Pierre Aronnax, a noted French marine biologist and narrator of the story, who
happens to be in New York at the time and is a recognized expert in his field, is issued a
last-minute invitation to join the expedition, and he accepts. This ebook edition contains
all 70 original illustrations by Alphonse de Neuville and Édouard Riou.
Capt. Nemo is comprised of two Jules Verne books which feature this idealistic and
ingenious captain. 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea is a classic science fiction telling the
story of Captain Nemo and his submarine Nautilus as seen from the perspective of
Professor Pierre Aronnax. The Mysterious Island is a sequel to Verne's famous Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea and In Search of the Castaways. The story tells the
adventures of five Americans on an uncharted island in the South Pacific.
Professor Aronnax sets out in search of a dangerous sea monster, only to learn that the
monster is really Captain Nemo's powerful submarine
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea Illustrated (original illustrations by Alphonse de Neuville)
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea Illustrated
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20,000 Leagues Under the Sea Original Edition(Annotated)
Great Illustrated Classics

Perhaps we saw the 1950's movie with Kirk Douglas, or maybe we had the snot
scared out of us on the Disney World ride as kids-regardless, 20,000 Leagues Under
the Sea is indelibly etched into the collective memory. The original by Jules Verne
was published in 1869 when submarines were in their infancy: once again Verne
predicts much of what will come technologically. The crew of an American ship sets
off to investigate a giant sea monster, only to find it, fight it, and then realize it's a
submarine. It's called the Nautilus, and was built by the mysterious Captain Nemo.
Fortunately he lets the multinational crew live long enough to go exploring with
him. Until, like many mad scientist types, he gets bored of his quarry and goes a bit
nuts. One last thing: don't let the name 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea fool you. 20K
leagues is over two and a half times the circumference of the Earth. The title refers
to the total distance they traveled: 20,000 leagues. Enjoy
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